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Tamper Proof Prescription Pads and Tamper Resistant 

Prescription Paper 

 

Secure Prescription Pads 

Don't purchase prescription pads that just months from now will not offer the security you 
want and the security that the government demands 

 
Our pads include:  

 Tamper resistant background ink that shows attempts to alter script by patient. 

 Hidden security because "VOID" appears when photocopied. 

 When rubbed or heated thermochromatic ink shows "SECURE." 

 Minute printing on the edges of the pad forms a line when digitally scanned or copied 
      (This is used in US currency.) 

 Includes reverse printed RX in upper corners of pad that appears white when photocopied. 

 Each order includes a numeric identifier so lost or stolen pads can be invalidated. 

 Sequentially numbered sheets assure internal and state mandated record keeping. 

 Your information is printed using penetrating magnetic ink to prevent chemical lifting of 
information during forgery. 

 A spot for a DEA number is provided.  

 One and two part pads are offered. 
 

Standard One-Part Prescription Pads: Standard Two-Part Prescription Pads: 
 

5 pads of 100 sheets - $105.17 
 

5 pads of 50 sheets - $120.47 
 

10 pads of 100 sheets - $142.07 
 

10 pads of 50 sheets - $180.77 
 

20 pads of 100 sheets - $171.43 
 

24 pads of 50 sheets - $299.52 
 

*Shipping and handling will be added 
 

Secure Paper for Computer Printing of Prescriptions 

Our paper includes: 

 Tamper resistant background ink that shows attempts to alter script by patient. 

 Hidden security because “VOID” appears when photocopied. 

 When rubbed or heated thermochromatic ink shows “SECURE.” 
 

100 8.5” x 11” sheets - $22.00  

 
500 8.5” x 11” sheets - $90.00  

 
250 8.5” x 11” sheets - $50.00  

 
1,000 8.5” x 11” sheets - $150.00 

 
*Shipping and handling will be added 

 
Two-part Secure Paper is also available.  Prices $35.00, $75.00, $140.00 and $260.00 for 50/50, 
125/125, 250/250 and 500/500 sheets in sets.  The second page may be kept in the patient chart. 
*Prices for Secure Paper may be slightly higher in the state of WA.  Two-part Secure Paper is not available in the state of WA. 
 

ALL ORDERS MUST BE FAXED TO 1-414-276-2186 

DELIVERY WILL TAKE TWO TO THREE WEEKS 

ALL ORDERS MUST BE PAID BY CREDIT CARD 
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TAMPER PROOF PRESCRIPTION PAD AND PAPER ORDER FORM  

Secure Prescription Pads - Please check quantity required. 

Standard One-Part Prescription Pads       Standard Two-Part Prescription Pads 

____ 5 pads of 100 sheets - $105.17           _____ 5 pads of 50 sheets - $120.47 

____ 10 pads of 100 sheets - $142.07          _____ 10 pads of 50 sheets - $180.77 

____ 20 pads of 100 sheets - $171.43       _____ 24 pads of 50 sheets - $299.52 

*Shipping and handling will be added 

Printing on the Pads 

If ordering pads the information below must be printed clearly, as it will be used to layout the pads.   
The information will be printed on the Secure Prescription Pads just as you print it below.  A proof will 
be faxed to you for new pad orders.  For Re-Orders with NO changes, please indicate the Order # 
found on the right side of your current pad and we will immediately send your order to print. 

 

Secure Paper for Computer Printing of Prescriptions 

*Prices may be slightly higher in the state of WA. 

       _____100 8.5” x 11” sheets - $22.00 

 
_____500 8.5” x 11” sheets - $90.00 

 
       _____250 8.5” x 11” sheets - $50.00 

 
_____1,000 8.5” x 11” sheets - $150.00 

 
*Shipping and handling will be added 

Two-Part Secure Paper for Computer Printing of Prescriptions 

*Not available in the state of WA. 

       _____50/50 8.5” x 11” sheets - $35.00 

 
_____250/250 8.5” x 11” sheets - $140.00 

 
       _____125/125 8.5” x 11” sheets - $75.00 

 
_____500/500 8.5” x 11” sheets - $260.00 

 
*Shipping and handling will be added 

 

ALL ORDERS MUST BE PAID BY CREDIT CARD 

ALL ORDERS MUST BE FAXED TO: 1-414-276-2186 

DELIVERY WILL TAKE TWO TO THREE WEEKS 

Practice Name:           Do not print on pad     

How you heard about us:____________________________________________ 

Prescriber Name and Degree:           

Alternate Line of Information: (if desired)         

Order # (for Re-Orders only, found on right side of current pads)       

Address:             

City, State Zip Code:            

Email (Invoices are emailed):            

Phone Number:      Fax Number:                          

                                                                                                                            Do not print fax # on pad    

DEA #:        License #:       

   Print blank line for DEA # on pad      Do not print License # on pad 

          Print blank line for License # on pad 

Credit Card #        Exp. Date:     Security Code   

Name on Card:            

Signature of Cardholder:           

 


